
THE STATE OF SPANISH LITERATURE 

 

 The literary youth in Spain and America is currently hard up for teachers. Not even 

Unamuno, the strongest among the elder writers, manages to inspire direction in youngsters. No 

young man loves him enough to make him a mentor. Where has even a word of Unamuno been 

invoked as a generational model. Where are Unamuno’s two apostles? Where is that Great State that 

sees him as a guide? When he speaks they applaud him; when he shouts or blasphemes or goes to 

jail they sing his praise and shower him with flowers, but he does not stir the man or men who, 

under the contagion of his enlightenment, shoulder the whole weight, the whole responsibility of 

the future. The same admiration and enthusiasm that Unamuno awakes in people in general proves 

his mediocrity. As for Ortega y Gasset, I don't believe I am wrong to deny him even the lowest of 

teaching positions. Ortega y Gasset, whose poorly germanised mentality constantly creeps over 

merely literary ground, is just a white elephant in creative teaching. In hispanic America the 

shortage of teachers is greater. 

 Certain puppet-show acts of late between Chocano, Lugones, and Vasconcelos, plainly show 

that our elders claim to be inspired––at a time like this!––by remote defunct cultural resorts. Some 

of them, moved by neopuritanism, with signs of undoubted tartufism, and others, stirred by a 

bastardised nietzcheism in the raw, and non primitive––which is another matter––all these agents of 

idealism, each on a path of its own, strive for an upstart methodology, and are played out, sterile, 

anyway. Besides, over there no-one knows what they want, or where they're going, or how to get 

there. Most of them are magnificent arrivistes. Others haven’t a clue. On each of these masks the 

egotist is painted, a yellow of greediness, of mummy, or of deranged fanaticism.  

 The rest of the writers from Spain and America keep to the naturalistic novel, in purebred 

style, in rubendarionian verse and realist theatre. Curious to note that even within these clichéd 

orientations, not one of these writers seduces the youth or points in any direction except the strictly 

literary.  

 Amid this dearth of spiritual command, new writers in the Spanish language don't show their 

outrage over an empty past, toward which in vain they turn for direction. Such outrage only appears 

in the most gifted, who are almost never the most spectacular. They disown their elders, when they 

don’t renounce them from the start.  

 From the generation that comes before us, we can expect nothing. It is a failure for us and 

forevermore. If our generation manages to break its own trail, its work will crush the previous. 

Then, the history of Spanish Literature will leap over the last thirty years, as over an abyss. Ruben 

Dario will raise his great immortal voice from the other shore, and from this one the youth will 

know how it must respond.  

 We pronounce vacant all directorial ranks from Spain and America. Without teachers the 

youth is on its own to face the present in ruins and a rather uncertain future. For that reason our 

coarse will be as hard and heroic as they come.  

 Manifest from one hour to the next by the strongest and purist of vanguards, may the outrage 

of the youth be the first creative shock wave already. 
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